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Summary

In telecommunications, optical fibers are more and more used. Especially for long
distances, optica1 fibers have more advantages over copper transmission lines. The
question rises whether optical fibers can replace all copper transmission lines. And cao
optical fibers compete with the (still developing) radio communication in indoor applica
tions. In this report an indoor, short distance optical link through air will be examined.
Using a light souree and an optica1 receiver, a communication link will be established
which cao connect two digital devices over a short distanee (5 m) without using cables. A
big advantage is that the transmitter cao easily be moved within the range of the receiver.
The optica1 receiver is assumed to be placed at a fixed point e.g. at the middle of the
ceiling of a room. Furthermore the receiver must inc1ude a passive receiver head. The
light source is placed on top of the mobile transmitter.

The transmitter consists of a simple light souree inc1uding an LED (or a couple of LEDs)
which sends light pulses representing the bits which have to be sent.
The receiver consists of a receiver head inc1uding optical fibers with high numerica1
apertures. These optical fibers then lead to a centra! receiving point where the light pulses
are converted to electrical bits and supplied to the receiving device. The electrical part of
the receiver device inc1udes a pre-amplifier, an Automatic Gain Controlled (AGC)
amplifier and a comparator with TIL output.

A test measurement set up using a small receiver head inc1uding three fibers is used to
demonstrate the optical link. The distance covered by this receiver head is about 2 m and
the bit rate is at least 100 kbits/s within a angle range of 84°. By expanding and
optimizing this receiver head and the electrica1 amplifiers and if necessary using lenses,
an optical link can be established which can operate at a bit rate of some hundreds of
kilobits per second within a range of 5 m from the receiver head in a wide angle range
(120°).

To achieve a better angle dependence some improvements can be made. This can be done
by shaping the fiber ends or by using various light sourees placed at different angles.
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1. Introduction

-1- Introduction

The use of telecommunication systems is indispensabie in the current society. Optical
communication is more and more used in all kinds of applications. Not only the use of
optical communication has become important but also the question how to use it properly
and how to take advantage of all its features.
Because of the enormous increase of telecommunication services in the past decade, such
as mobile communication, the possibility of using an optical system in these services can
give some advantages over a radio communication system.
The use of light is not only possible through an optical fiber but it can also propagate
through air. Especially when a mobile transmitter is used an optical communication link
through air gives more advantages over a cable link, such as better mobility (no use of
cables) and longer lifetime (no cable fractures). The disadvantages are e.g. the large
power loss and the difficulty of coupling the light into a light detector. Compared to a
radio link, an opticallink is much easier to build, less components have to be used and
the used components are much cheaper. However, a radio link can also use wall reflec
tions to communicate, in contrast with an opticallink (only line-of-sight communication).
The question occurs whether it is possible to design an optical link between a transmitter
(e.g. a computer) and a receiver (e.g. a data bank) using a light source and a passive
receiver head (including optical fibers), followed by an opto electrical convertor (OEC).
And if so, what are the limits of such a system, can they be improved and can such a
system be implemented in practice.
The answers to these questions must give us a idea of how to realize an optical communi
cation link through air and in what situations we can use such a system.

An optical link through air consists of a light source (transmitter) and a light detector
(receiver). The light source can be chosen from a large number of different light sources,
all of them having different specifications, such as wavelength, emitted power, radiation
pattem or price. Also, the light detector can be chosen from a large number of different
detectors with a different composition. Therefore, we have to specify all the important
parameters and look at all the aspects which can occur in an optical communication link.
To attack the problem we first have to analyze the theory and calculate all the relevant
variables. In chapter 2 the angle dependence, distance dependence, the wavelength
dependence and the maximum attainable bit rate will be calculated.

Then, in chapter 3, an optical communication link is developed for use in practice.
Questions such as what source and what fiber has to be used and what does it take to
realise the electrical part of the communication link will be discussed and answered.
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Chapter 4 gives the measurement results of the system. The radiation pattem of the light
source, the angle and distance dependence and the bit rate are considered.

Finally, in chapter 5 some additional improvements are discussed which can be applied to
the optical communication link through air.
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2. Relevant variables concerning an optical link

Relevant variables

In order to design a proper optica1 link through the air-medium all relevant aspects have
to be considered theoretically. We start with very simplified calculations in order to
achieve agiobal approximation of the reality. Then, the system has to be optimized given
the fact that it is a short distance optical link through air.
At fiTst the propagating light leaving the light source is represented by a parallel bundie
of light waves. This results in a relationship between the power supplied and the power
received including angle dependence, distance dependence and fiber constants (see also
[5]). Then, the influence of a practical light source such as an LED is discussed and the
maximum bit rate of the system is calculated. Finally, the design and realization of a
receiver head will be explained.

2.1. The coupling efficiency of a parallel bundie of light waves and an optical fiber

Suppose we have a parallel bundie of light waves with a uniform power-distribution
which can be represented by a long cylinder with radius R.
The optical fiber can also be represented by a cylinder. This cylinder consists of a core
and a cladding with respectively radius a and b (figure 2.1). Assume the refractive index
of the core is denoted by nl and the refractive index of the cladding is denoted by n2.

figure 2.1: A parallel bundle of lightwaves incident to an optical fiber at an angle 0

Furthermore, assume that the refractive index of the air, Ilo, equals unity and that the
optical axis of the fiber and the axis of the parallel bundie are perfect aligned.

For the indices of refraction applies that no < n2< nl.
The efficiency can be divided into two parts: An efficiency dependent of the area of the
optica1 fiber endface, 17area , which represents the amount of power of the bundie of light
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waves at the fiber endface, and an efficiency which represents the numerical aperture of
the optical fiber, 11NA' limiting the angle of incidence to a maximum.
The total efficiency 11 then equals the product of 11area and 11NA-

2.1.1. The area-efficiency 11area

Because the angle between the parallel bundie of light waves and the axis of the optical
fiber is denoted as (), the area of incidence can be assumed to be an ellipse (see
figure 2.1).
Furthermore we assume that the radius of the bundie of light waves is larger than the
radius of the optica! fiber (R> b). This implies that a part of the power of the bundie will
not meet the fiber endface and will not be gathered by the fiber.
Now the efficiency will be calculated as follows: Let us assume that the axes of the
ellipse are denoted as ex and er As can be seen in figure 2.2 these axes are found to be

ex=R and ey=Rlcos().

side-view front-view

figure 2.2: The ellipse with axes ex ond ey

The area of an ellipse is defined as 11'" ex •ey and in this case it is equal to 11'" R21cos(). The
area of the fiber care endface is equal to 1I"'a2 (figure 2.1). This means for the area
efficiency:

(2.1)

2.1.2. The angle-efficiency '1NA

The coupling efficiency also depends, except for the area-efficiency on the angle ()
between the bundie of light waves and the optica! axis of the fiber. If this angle is too
large the light at the core-c1adding interface will not be totally reflected, which means that
the main part of the power in that direction will be lost after a certain amount of
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reflections. The maximum angle at which totally reflection at the core-cladding junction
will occur is defined as the critical angle 0C. Thus, the bundie of light waves has to

propagate in the core at a maximum angle equal to the critical angle 0C. This means that
the angle between the bundie of light waves and the optica! fiber (0) also has a maximum
value (Omax, see figure 2.3 and figure 2.4).

na
-··-..----..-··-..-·--..--.--.e~·~j":~-· -.. 1::::::::::==:::::::::::==F========~::::::l

figure 2.3: A bundle of lightwaves intersecting the fiber endface at an angle 0=011lllX.

figure 2.4: A bundle of lightwaves intersecting thefiber endface at an angle 0>011lllX.

If the angle of incidence °is smaller than or equal to the maximum angle of incidence

0max then 'YJNA =1 and if O>Omax then 'YJNA =0.
The critical angle 0c can be calculated as follows (figute 2.3 and figure 2.4):

The transition from air (no) to fiber core (nI' n1 > no) using 01 = 90° -Oc is given by:

no· sin(O) = sin(O) = nl· sin(Ol) = n1 • sin(90° -Oe) (2.2)

Because nO <n1' the main part of the bundie of light waves propagating from the air in
the direction of the fiber, will be coupled into the fiber (refraction). This means that the
reflection will be very small, namely 4% [1,page 80]. This cao be seen using the

following equations for the reflection r and the transmission coefficient t:

The reflection r is equal to:

[
1.5-1.0J 2 = 0.04 = 4%
1.5+1.0

(2.3)
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and the transmission coefficient t is equal to:

t = 1-r = 0.96 = 96%

Relevant variables

(2.4)

The transition from fiber core to fiber cladding (n2' n2 < nl) is given by (figure 2.3):

(2.5)

In this case the bundIe of light waves intersecting the optical axis at a certain angle (the

critica! angle) , propagates from a material with high refractive index (nI) to a material

with lower refractive index (n2) will be totally reflected. Then the transmission coefficient

is 0%. To achieve this situation the angle 02 has to be 900 and from (2.5) we get:

Using 0= 0max' equation (2.2) becomes:

sin(Omax) = nl· sin(Ol)

Furthermore, using 01 +Oc = 900 we get:

Finally, according to (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8):

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

So the numerical aperture NA provides a maximum angle at which a bundie of parallel

light waves will still be totally gathered by the optical fiber.

Finally, we can write for the total coupling efficiency:

Note: In this case we have assumed that the radius of the parallel bundie of light waves R

is larger than the radius of the fiber b. In practice, this will be true in most cases.

As an example, let us take a plastic fiber with a numerical aperture NA= 0.47 and a

radius b= R12. With these values the total coupling efficiency will be according to (2.10):
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11 = 110pp °11NA = [:r 00,(9) ,6 s arcsin [ Jn~-ni ] (2.10)

11 = 0 ,0 > arcsin [ Jn~-ni ]
11 = 0.25 ° cosO with a maximum angle 0max = 28.0°. The minimum efficiency then equals
11min= 0.22= 22% and the maximum efficiency 11max = 0.25= 25%.
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-8- Relevant variables

Consider an LED with a spherical radiation pattem. At a distance d of the LED a fiber

with high numerical aperture is situated. The angle between the optical axis of this fiber

and the direction of the emitted light is denoted as (J (figure 2.5). The main direction of

the radiation pattem of the light source is parallel to the optical axis.

figure 2.5: Calculation o/the power-coupling-ejficiency using a fiber at an angle (J.

Because the distance d is much larger than the fiber core diameter 2a, both the variables

01 and °2 from figure 2.5 are equal to (J. The problem that the critical angle of the fiber

lies between (J1 en (J2 is then solved too. In figure 2.5 the main direction of the radiation

pattem is denoted as the direction of the maximum power Pmax' Furthermore, the larger

the angle 0, the smaller the amount of power in that direction will be. In this case, using

a spherical radiation pattem (Lambertian source) we cao write for the radiant intensity

lLE/J(O):

[Watt/sr] (2.11)

The area which receives the power emitted by the LED, can be written as:

A = 7r. a2 • cos«(J)

The power received by the optical fiber, Pree' will then be equal to:

(2.12)
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(2.13)

So, taken into account the numerical aperture of the fiber, the received power Pree as a
function of the angle (J will be:

,(J < arcsin(NA)

,(J > arcsin(NA)
(2.14)

(2.15)

However, most LED's do not have a spherical radiation pattem. Instead they have a

radiation pattem which not only depends on cos(J. One way to describe this non-spherical

radiation pattem is to define the half angle of a radiation pattem which is given for most

LED's. The half angle is the angle at which half the maximum power Pmax (i.e. power in

the main direction) is emitted. If we consider this angle as a boundary, we can calculate a

maximum and a minimum coupling efficiency (the maximum coupling efficiency occurs at
the main direction, (J=OO).

Another way to take the non-spherica1 radiation pattem into account is to approximate the

pattem by a mathematical function. Using this function will allow us to calculate the

received power using any LED.

Using the first method we denote the half angle as (Jo 5 and we assume this angle being,
smaller than the maximum angle of incidence of the fiber «(JO,5 < arcsin(NA». Then the

maximum and minimum coupling efficiency are given by (resp. ()= (JO,5 and (J= 0°):

.... [a. 00;<90,5)] 2

(2.16)

The second method is mostly a trial-and-error method but a good approximation is

achieved when the function is proportional to

(2.17)

where K is a constant (e.g. 1.8), A is a constant (when using normalized radiation
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pattems A is equal to 1), L is an integer and bL is a constant.

datasheets

Relevant variables

100

X
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E

i3;: 80
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60
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0
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40

20

Ol.---!.-_l.---!.-----Jl.---!.-----Jl.---!.-----Jl.---!.-----Jl.---!.-----'

-60 -sa -40 -30 -20 -la 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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figure 2.6: Radiation pattem of an LED type CQY99.

Example:

Assume the type of the LED used is a CQY99 (see Appendix B). The radiation pattem of

type of this LED is shown in figure 2.6. In figure 2.7 and figure 2.8 some mathematical

functions are shown that approximate this radiation pattem (which is represented by the

crosses) using the expression above. In this case, instead of equation (2.11) we can write

for the radiant intensity ILED(O):

ILED(O) = lmax • [cOS(~.COS(~.cOS(~.0)))]2.2
2 2 2

and then the received power Pree can be written as:

Pree = 'Ir. a
2

• COS(O) •lmax • [CoS(~. COs(~ • COs(~ .0)))] 2.2
d2 2 2 2

Pree = 0

(2.18)

,0 ~ arcsin(NA)
(2.19)

,0 > arcsin(NA)
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+ Radiation Pattern - funet i on
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jigure 2.7: Approximation function 1: y= (COS (7f/2 • COS (7f/2 •cos(7f/2· x)));1·8.
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jigure 2.8: Approximation function 2: y= (cos(7f/2· COS (7f/2 •cos(7f/2 ·x)));2·2.
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2.3. The emitted power and the maximum bit rate

Relevant variables

The bit rate of an optical system is mainly limited by the maximum optical power

transmitted by the emitting light source. This maximum is given by the light source used,

e.g an LED. In figure 2.9 a survey of power is shown in which all the power losses are

given. The figure indicates that a lot of power is useless for the system and only a small

piece of the supplied electrical power participates in the information transmission of the

system, leading to a maximum communication bit rate.

The most important parameters in this figure are the power emitted by the light source,

Ptr' and the power detected by the OEC (opto-electrical convertor), Pdet.

~ ~r
el mo transmitter I~OO

p~
el,loss

receiver
head

air

Q
~r,loss

figure 2.9: The power distribution of an optical link.

In the figure the different variables are denoted as:

Pel

Ptr

Pree

Pdet

Pel,loss

Ptr,loss

Pjiberloss

: the supplied, electrical power,

: the power emitted by the light source,

: the power received by the receiver head,

: the power received by the opto-electrical convertor,

: the lost power due to the resistor and to the non ideal LED,

: the lost power due to the distance between the transmitter

and the receiver and due to the size of the receiver head,

: the lost power due to the attenuation of the fiber.

To calculate the maximum bit rate we first have to calculate the received power Pree for

all possible transmitter directions (-90° < (1 <90°). This power is limited by the trans

mitted power of a light source which can be found in data sheets of the light source used.

Then, this power received by the receiver head is transported through a fiber and detected

by an OEC. In the previous sections it has been shown that the fiber used should have a

large numerical aperture, thus, should be a plastic fiber. Unfortunately, these plastic
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fibers also have a minimum attenuation at a wavelength equal to 650 nm (450 dB/km) and
a relatively large attenuation at 950 nm (4500 dB/km), which usually is the operational
wavelength used in an optical communication link [4, page 45]. This mismatch leads to a
quite large attenuation in the transmitter receiver link, which will be shown in a following

section.
An equation for the power received by the receiver head, Pree has been calculated in
section 3.2. According to (2.13) we can write for Pree:

(2.20)

in which the radiant intensity of the light source is denoted as Itr and area A, distance d,

core radius a and angle 0 are defined as in equation (2.13). The radiant intensity cao be
written as:

(2.21)

with f(0) a distribution function relative to lmax. This distribution function depends on the
light source used and can very weIl be approximated (see section 2.2).
The maximum radiant intensity lmax (in the main direction 0=0°) cao be calculated using
the next equation:

h ~ ~

Ptr = f f Itr(O') sin(O')dO'deJ> = lmax o27r f f(O') sin(O')dO'
o 0 0

Ptr 1 (2.22)
~ lmax =

27r ~f f(O') sin(O' )dO'
o

with Ptr given by the data sheets of the light source used.
Using equations (2.20) - (2.22) and taking into account the numerical aperture of the
receiver head the received power Pree can be calculated for all directions of the light
source used. Furthermore, using a fiber with a length 1 [m] and attenuation Ot [dB/m], the

power detected by the opto-electrical convertor, Pdet' can be written as:

[dBW] (2.23)

To determine the minimum power required to achieve a bit rate r we cao use [2,page
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284-290] with a bit time Tand, in practice, a required power of 200 times the calculated
minimum required power. Then, we can write for this minimum required power:

he
Pd = 2100 • -.......,....-

et fI del-T
(2.24)

Here, h is Planck's constant (6.63.10-34 Is), e is the speed of light in vacuum (3.0.108

mis), fldet is the detector efficiency and À is the wavelength in vacuum.
Using equations (2.20)-(2.24) we can calculate the required transmitted power to obtain
an optical communication link through air, operating at a bit rate r= lIT.

EXAMPLE
Consider an LED of the type CQY99 which has aradiation pattern that can be approxi
mated as denoted in equation (2.18). Furthermore, assume that the LED operates at
maximum power transmitted, which is according to the data sheets (see appendix B) equal
to 15 mW. The maximum radiant intensity, [max' is equal to 14 mW/sr.

Now assume that the receiver head only exists of a plastic fiber end. Using a fiber with a
radius a equal to 0.5 mm situated at distance d equal to 5 m and a numerical aperture NA
of 0.47 the received power Pree can be written as (equation (2.18) and (2.20»:

P ree= 4.40.10-10 • cos (0) • [cos(~· cos(.!· cos(~. 0»)]2.2
2 2 2

[W] (2.25)

The maximum bit rate can be achieved by perfect alignment of the emitter and the

receiver head so 0=0 0
• Then we can write for the received power Pree:

Pree = 4.40· 10-10 = -63.6 dBm (2.26)

Using a fiber with length 1= 1 m and an attenuation a= 4.5 dB/m, we can write for the

detected power Pdet:

Pdet = -63.6-4.5 = -68.1 dBm = 1.56· 10-10 W (2.27)

AIso, according to equation (2.24) and including the losses of the detector, fldet= 0.5,
and using an operating wavelength À= 950 nm, the detected power Pdet is equal to:
So using an LED with a emitted power of 15 mW and a plastic fiber with length 1 m,
situated at 5 m from the light source, perfectly aligned and using an operating wavelength
of 950 nm we can achieve a bit rate r, according to (2.27) and (2.28):
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8.37. 10-16

Pdet = T [W]

Relevant variables

(2.28)

1
r = - = 186 kbit/s

T
(2.29)

Varying the angle 9 from -90° to 90° gives the angle dependence of the system. Now, the
numerical aperture NA will limit the angle to a maximum. In this case the maximum
angle is equal to arcsin(0.47)= 28°. In figure 2.10 the maximum bit rate is shown as a
function of the angle between the emitter and the receiver head.

200

190

180

170

? 160
.ij
.;f. 150

Ol
140'§

~ 130
.ij

120

110

100

90
-28 -21 - 14 -7

angle [degreesl

14 21 28

figure 2.10: maximum bit rate as a function of the ang1e 9.

The operational wavelength of 950 nm is chosen because of the available LEDs. When
using an LED with a wavelength of 650 nm (visible light) the attenuation of the fiber
used becomes much smaller. At the detector the minimum power required must be larger
for a smaller wavelength (Pdet is inversely proportional to À) by a factor 950/650 at all
possible angles. Therefore, the bit rate will improve with a factor 650/950· 100.45-0.045,

so

r = 323 kbit/s (2.30)

In Tabel I the maximum bit rate is given for some commonly used wavelengths and a
fiber length 1= 1 m respectively 1= 5 m (which is a more practical fiber length).
According to equation (2.20) the distance dependence of the system is inversely propor-
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tional to d 2. In figure 2.11 the maximum bit rate versus the distance between the receiver
head and the light source is shown for two different wavelengths. Along with Tabel I

Tabel I: maximum bit rate versus wavelengths

Wavelength À Attenuation Maximum bit rate [kbit/s]
[nm] [dB/m]

1= 1 m 1= 5 m

580 0.45 289 191

650 0.45 323 214

780 0.90 350 153

820 1.9 292 51

950 4.5 186 2.9

and figure 2.10 this figure can be used to calculate the detected power for a given
wavelength À, angle 0 and distance d.

-1l=920nm 1l=650nm

(angle e= 0·)\
\
\
\
\.
'.
'.
'.
'.
\
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"

'"500 "'"

~:: :::::::::::::::::::.:: :'::'~:">"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"- ..-."

1000

1500
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...
:ä

o
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figure 2.11: maximum bit rate as a function of the distance d.
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2.4. Using a receiver head with various fibers

Relevant variables

Rea1ising a receiver head consisting of various tibers improves the angle dependence of
the system (because in genera! more power is received). Dependent on the numerical
aperture of the tiber used a minimum number of tibers has to be placed in the designed
receiver head to enclose the entire three dimensional space in such a way that light
emitted from an arbitrary direction can be used to communicate. If, for example, the
tibers used have a numerical aperture of 0.47, the maximum angle range that will be
gathered by one of the tibers is 2·arcsin(0.47)= 56° (see tigure 2.10). To obtain a wide
angle range, at least three tibers must be in line, which means that at least nine tibers
must be implemented in the receiver head.
In this section two examples will be discussed which will lead to a better angle depend
ence of the system. This also leads to another advantage which will be demonstrated,
namely that the bit rate, when using a proper receiverhead, will also improve reasonably
(because of an increase in detection area).

Assume the tibers used have a numerical aperture of 0.47 which is similar to an half
angle of 28°. This means that the angle range of one tiber is 56°, as used above.

TOP-VIEW

o

o

SIDE-VIEW

figure 2.12: a designfor a receiver head with 9 fibers
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EXAMPLE 1
In this case we use a receiver head as shown in figure 2.12. The different fibers are
situated in such a way that if one fiber cannot collect the incoming light any more another
neighbouring fiber will take over. In this way the three dimensional hemisphere can be

covered. The total power received, Pree is equal to:

(2.31)

in which 01 and 02 are very small compared to d and therefore can be neglected.
The maximum bit rate can then be calculated according to section 2.4. The bit rate as a
function of the angle (J is a superposition of all fibers separately with the only difference
being the main direction of the fiber (see figure 2.13).
A major disadvantage of the receiver head mentioned above is that at the transition of two
fiber angle ranges, in this case at 28 0 and -28 0

, both the fibers receive a minimum power
and a large peak: should be present at these angles. However, the smallest deviation can

lead to a dip in stead of a peak: in the angle dependence characteristic, because neither of
the closest fibers will collect any power. Furthermore, the spacing in maximum bit rate is
quite large (50% of the maximum value, see figure 2.13).
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~ B':-4-c.7!;-;:-0-;.5':-6-'':-;;42-'2~e-.1~4---':-0~14-;2:!;;-B---';-;;42,....-;'-;:-56-7"""0~B 4

angle [deO""ees]

figure 2.13: maximum bit rate as afunction of angle (J using a receiver head (example 1)

A way to get around these problems is the use of another receiver head, consisting of
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various fibers, situated at smaller angles compared to the receiver head mentioned above.

EXAMPLE 2
In figure 2.14 a design is shown that describes a receiver head using 25 fibers.
In figure 2.15 the bit rate versus the angle is shown when this receiver head is used
calculated in a line through the middle of five fibers in line. In a large angle range (-56°
upto 56°) the bit rate is much larger than when using the first mentioned receiver head
(example 1). This is due to the fact that the projected area of the fiber cores, seen from
the light source, is enlarged, thus more power is detected. This also occurs when using a
fiber with a larger core radius. AIso, the spread in the bit rate in this large angle area is
smaller compared to example 1 (about 20% of the maximum value, see figure 2.15)

SIDE-VIEW TOP-VIEW

figure 2.14: a design of a receiver head using 25 fibers
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figure 2.15: maximum bit rate as a function of angle () using a receiver head (example 2)

The maximum bit rate using this receiver head occurs at four different angles of inci
dence, namely at ()= -42°, ()= -14°, ()= 14° and ()= 42°. This maximum bit rate is then
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about 350 kbit/s.
A disadvantage of using more fibers is the fact that all the fibers used must be connected
between the receiver head (placed at for instance a ceiling) and the rest of the receiver
(placed for instance near a computer). This means that all the fibers must be put together
in a thick cable consisting of e.g. 1+8= 9 fibers (example I) or 1+8+16= 25 fibers
(example 2), which is of course not practical.
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3. The complete design of a measurement set-up

Measurement set-up

In order to design an optical link through air in practice we have to look at all parts of

such a system. A design of a measurement set-up is shown schematically in figure 4.1.

Receiverhead

data in

Transmitter
r----------,
I I

i I R:: i
I I
I Light souree I
I I

Air

Receiver

I----------ï

DI---f-P"'-b"-e-r----'i---ll I i
\ I I

I Light detector I
I I

data out

figure 3.1: Aschematic representation of an optical link through air

As can be seen in figure 3.1 the transmitter is depicted as a light source. In this case we

can choose between two kinds of light sources, namely an LED or a Laser. For the

receiver we need a receiver head followed by an optical fiber and an opto-electrical

converter, e.g. a PIN-diode or an APO, and an electrical amplifier. In section 3.1. we are

going to look for the most suitable light source and in section 3.2. we choose the most

suitable fiber for this purpose. Whether a lens could improve the set-up will be discussed

in section 3.3 and in section 3.4 the optical receiver head will be chosen. Finally, in

section 3.5 the development and realisation of the electrical circuits will be described.

3.1. Choosing the most suitable souree

For the purpose of emitting light into the air we have two kinds of light sources available,

namely the LED and the Laser. In the next two sections we will look at both these light

sources with respect to the usage of that light source within a short-distance optical link

through the medium air.

3.1.1. The LED as souree

In genera! an LED has a very broad radiation pattern. This means that an LED emits

quite a lot of power under quite large angles (up to 40° from the main direction). So in a
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mobile communication system which has to communicate at large angles an LED will be
recommended. Compared to a laser an LED is much cheaper and less dangerous: most
lasers are dangerous for human eyes~ so when using lasers~ security measures have to be
made to minimize the danger.
In Tabel TI a summary of a few available LEDs with their relevant parameters is shown.
The most important parameters are the wavelength~ the radiant intensity and the radiation
pattem.

Tabel TI: a summary of usabie LEDs

Supplier Type Peak wave- Full angle Forward Rad. Radiant
length of half current power Intensity or
[nm] power [mA] [mW] Luminescence

[degrees] [mW/sr]

Telefunken CQXlO 660 50 50

CQX28 660 50 50

CQX29 560 50 50

CQX30 590 50 50

CQX18 950 150 60 1.4

CQX19 950 40 250 20 40

CQY33N 950 80 250 8 4.5

CQY98 950 40 150 15 20

CQY99 950 60 150 15 14

Philips CQW24 650 100 100 80

CQX51 630 70 30 12

CQW54 650 100 60 60

CQWlOA 650 100 100 7

Siemens SFH450 950 130

SFH751 560 45

In our system an LED is required which emits light at a wavelength that is in the near
infrared region and of course the used wavelength has to match with the used fiber.
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Furthermore, if we use a pointing light source (which is pointed to the receiver with an
accuracy of e.g. 10°, see section 3.3) an LED with a narrow radiation pattem can be
used and leads to a better power efficiency, compared to an LED with a broad radiation
pattem. On the other hand, if a system is required with a fixed light source (which has a
vertica1 main direction) the LED with a broad radiation pattem is preferred.

3.1.2. The Laser as source

Like an LED, a laser can be used in an optica1 communication link. All kinds of values
for the radiant intensity and the wavelengths can be chosen and also many shapes are
available for the radiation pattem. In this case, however, the light source is chosen to be
an LED, because of the presence of the required LEDs and because of the safety and the
price of the LEDs.
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Because the transmitter has to communicate in a wide angle range with the receiver, a
fiber in the required optical link has to be used which has a large coupling efficiency and
thus a large numerical aperture (NA). This means that it must have a large core radius
and a large difference between the refractive index of the core and the refractive index of
the cladding. Furthermore, the fiber must have an attenuation as low as possible, because
of the minimization of the power required.
In general, fibers can be divided into three types: all-plastic fibers, plastic clad silica
(PCS) fibers and all-silica fibers. In appendix A researches have been made to summarize
a wide range of available fiber cables. Summarizing, we can say that if a fiber has a large
numerical aperture it has a high attenuation and if it has a low attenuation it has a small
numerical aperture. So we cannot have one without the other and we have to make some
concessions.

3.2.1. The all-plastic fiber

As can be seen in appendix A these fibers have a large numerical aperture (0.4-0.6) and a
large core radius. But the attenuation in a large wavelength region is relatively very high
(400 dB/km at 850 nm). When using this fiber for only several meters the attenuation is
still quite reasonable and they are suited for usage in our optical system.
Furthermore, these fibers are not expensive.

3.2.2. The plastic clad silica (PeS) fiber

The plastic clad silica fiber has a high numerical aperture (0.37-0.47) and a large core
radius. The attenuation is very poor for large wavelengths (4500 dB/km at 950 nm) and
reasonable for visible wavelengths (150 dB/km at 650 nm), so these fibers can also be
used in a mobile optical transmitter and receiver, especially when a larger distance is
required.

3.2.3. The all-silica fiber

These fibers have a poor numerical aperture (even though it can reach as high as 0.37 for
Hard Clad Silica (HCS) fibers) and small core-radii which makes them unsuitable for a
mobile communication system. On the other hand, the attenuation at a wavelength of 650
until 950 is very low ( < I dB/km).
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3.3. Influence of a lens in the optical air link

Measurement set-up

First we have to consider two different possibilities to approach the rea1ization of a
mobile optical link. At first we can use a fixed light source. In this case the light source
is put on top of the transmitter and cannot be moved to any position. The main direction
of the emitting light source is straight up. Secondly we can use a pointing emitter, which
is a light source that is put on top of the transmitter and which can move in all directions,
pointing at the receiver within a certain accuracy. In the following two sections the use of
a lens in both cases is considered.

3.3.1. Using a f"lXed emitter

Suppose the sizes of the room, I x w x h, are equal to 12 m x 8 m x 4 m.

T

figure 3.2: the size ofa standard room and the maximum angle a

The maximum angle a using a receiver head (R) situated at the middle of the ceiling and
a transmitter (T) situated at 1 m above the floor in the farrest corner is equal to (see
figure 3.2): a= 67°. Consider a spherical radiation pattern. As seen in figure 3.2
communication at large angles (> 67°) will not take place because of the size of the room
in which the optica! link is established. So the radiated power at these directions will be
totally lost. This power can be recovered if a proper lens is used, e.g. a spherical planar
lens. This lens must be placed against the light source and must lead to a less diverging
or even a parallel bundIe of light waves (see figure 3.3).
While using such a lens there will not he any radiation at large angles, but the radiant
intensity (at the angles required) will be larger, which means that more power will be
received. Summarizing, a lens will increase the received power at small angles and also
decrease the angle dependence.
In practice, a light source will not have a spherical radiation pattern. Instead it will have
for example a radiation pattern that is shown in figure 2.6. However, if the radiation
pattern becomes narrower a lens might be needed to widen the bundIe of light waves in
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lens

~with lens
without lens

figure 3.3: using a lens if the light souree has a broad radiation pattem

order to allow communication at a large area of angles (complementary to the situation
mentioned above, see figure 3.4). AIso, instead of a lens, more light sourees can be used
radiating in different main directions to broaden the radiation pattem, so communication
can take place at a wide angle range (see section 5.1).

lens

~ithout lens
with lens

RadPatt.

figure 3.4: using a lens if the light souree has a smal! radiation pattem

3.3.2. Using a pointing emitter

Again consider a spherical radiation pattem. By pointing the emitter within e.g. an
accuracy of 20° all the power emitted at angles larger than 10° from the main direction
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will never be used. Now a lens is necessary to collect this power within the range of 20°
(see figure 3.4). Also, if we use an LED with a narrow, non-spherical radiation pattern
the power must be equally spread within the range of 20°, so the use of a lens is
improving the system capabilities.

3.4. Choosing the most suitable receiver head

In section 2.4 two different receiver heads have been discussed. In general, more
possibilities can be designed. Dependent on the situation a certain receiver head has more
advantages over another one, e.g. what is the maximum angle at which the system must
be able to operate or what is the maximum bit rate required. In general, the more fibers
are used the better the receiver head will act. However, using many fibers leads to
practical problems. For instance, the complete cable inc1uding a lot of fibers will be thick
and will thus be hard to handle and also a lot of e1ectrical equipment will be necessary
and the receiver will be big. In the further set-up the receiver head shown in figure 2.14
will be considered.
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Now, we have determined what source, what receiver head and what fiber has to be used.
The next step is to design electrical circuits for the transmitter and the receiver. The
transmitter will transform a series of binary data into a series of light pulses. These pulses
will be detected by the receiver which will regenerate the data.

3.5.1. The transmitter circuit

An electrical circuit for the transmitter is schematically shown in figure 3.5. First, the
voltage pulses from the series of data are converted into current puIses. Then they are
(strongly) amplified and supplied to the light emitter, which will sent high intensity light
pulses in the air.

data-
voltage-
dependent Iiçjlt

generator
, buffer ,

current emitter

jigure 3.5: a schematic diagram ofthe transmitter.

Vcc=15V

01 ..4=
4x COY98

R2

10k

jigure 3.6: the electrical circuit of the transmitter

In figure 3.6 the electrical circuit is shown which matches with figure 3.5. The light
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emitter must have a wavelength in the infrared region. A proper (and also available) LED
is a CQY98 with a operating wavelength of 950 nm. The emitted power is increased by
using four of these LEDs (Dl...J, placed in a square with small width (about 1 cm). The
maximum radiant intensity of one LED in the main direction is 14 mW/sr (see Tabel II).
This radiant intensity must be as high as possible if a logical '1' is sent and as low as
possible if a logica! '0' is sent. In case a ' l' has been sent the current through the LEDs
is then set to be 1= Imax = 300 mA. (So if using altemating bits the mean current is then
equal to 150 mA.) The voltage over each LED used is equal to 1.4 V if the LED is on
and 0.7 V if the LED is off.
The supply voltage is set to 15 V. The transistor Tl acts like a switch as weIl as a buffer.
If a logical ' l' has been sent the collector emitter voltage has a minimum (VCE = Vtr,on=
0.55 V) and if a logical '0' has been sent VCE reaches its maximum (VCE = V tr off= 15,
V- 4·0.7 V= 12.2 V). The transistor is of the type MJE3055. This particular transistor
is a high power transistor which can drive a large emitter collector current and also has a
high enough switch frequency. Together with a load resistor Rl (the voltage dependent
current convertor) the current through the LEDs can be established. Resistor Rl cao be
calculated as:

Vcc-Vtr.on-4· Von = 15V-0.55V-6.4V = 29.50
1 300mA

(3.1)

According to the E-12 resistor series Rl is then equal to 33 0, which means that I is equal
to 268 mA. The second resistor R2 is necessary to limit the base current to a maximum.
Also this base current must be just large enough to set the transistor into saturation so that
it will work as a switch. Therefore this base current is set to 0.43 mA. Because the
voltage over this resistor is equal to 5 V- 0.7 V = 4.3 V this resistor R2 is equal to 10
kO.

For testing the circuit the data generator will send altemating bits with a variabie fre
quency between 1 kHz and 500 kHz (2 kbitls and 1 Mbitls).
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In figure 3.7 a schematic diagram of the receiver is shown. The receiver head will detect
the strongly attenuated light pulses using an opto-electrical convertor (OEC). The current
generated in this convertor depends on the light intensity received. This variabie current
will be converted in a variabie voltage and pre-amplified by an amplifier. To eliminate
the distance dependence of the receiver an amplifier with automatic gain control (AGC)
will then amplify this voltage to a level which cao be supplied to a data regenerator.
Finally, the data is recovered and the optical communication link is established.

arrent-
Iig,t

~ voltage ~ arrplifier f--'" arrplifier f---? data-re-
receiver

convertor generator

f
automatic

~ gain

control

figure 3.7: a schematic diagram of the receiver.

In section 3.4 it showed that from the two receiver heads considered the receiver head
with 25 fibers (flat ended) will give the highest bit rate. However, it is not necessary to
use all the fibers if only the angle dependence has to be demonstrated. Only a receiver
head with three fibers is necessary, placed at an angle of incidence 8= 0°, 8= 28° aod
8= 56°, respectively (see figure 3.8). We then cao construct the aogle dependence in a
line through the middle of the receiver head and also give a close approximation of the

light waves

8=0·
rece iver head

figure 3.8: the simplified receiver head
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angle dependence of the complete receiver head.
In figure 3.9 the attainable bit rate rb versus angle of incidence () is shown using the
simplified receiver head mentioned above. The minimum bit rate occurs at ()= -28° and
()= 84° and is equal to 96 kbit/s (if ()< -28° or (» 84° then no communication is
possible using this receiver head). The maximum bit rate occurs at ()= 14° and ()= 42°
and is equal to 0.94· 2· 186= 350 kbit/s (2 times one fiber with ()= 14°).

350

~
282

~
~
l"
~

:0

186

-14 0 1'4 28 42 56 14 84

R2 vout

10'

angle of incidence ( 0)

figure 3.9: the angle dependence of the simplified receiver head

Then, each of the three fibers (each with length 1= 0.8m) is coupled to a different silicon
photo PIN diode (type BPW34).

Vee..- ,sv

D1 .. ]=

]IlBPWJ04

Voul

Vee: 1SV

figure 3.10: the electrical input circuit of the receiver

The three PIN diodes (DJ..3) are placed parallel to each other and the currents generated
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in these diodes will lead to a voltage difference over a load resistor Rl' Each diode has a
parallel capacitance Cp equal to 15 pF. So the total capacitance Cptot= 45 pF. The maxi
mum bit rate is set to be 200 kbit/s. This means that all frequencies below 100 kHz (one
square wave equals two bit) should reach the pre-amplifier. Now, a minimum for resistor

Rl can be calculated as:

(3.2)

The value of Rl must also be as large as possible because in that case a larger voltage
difference is obtained and less pre-amplifying is necessary (also less noise). So Rl is
chosen to be 36 kn. To obtain a higher bit rate this resistor can easily be adjusted.
At a wavelength of 950 nm the three receiver diodes have a sensitivity 5950= 0.52 A/W.
The minimum and maximum distanee d is set to be 0.3 mand 5 m, respectively.

At distanee d= 5 m, the maximum bit rate is 350 kbit/s (in the main direction) and the
minimum bit rate is 96 kbit/s. The minimum power required is proportional to the bit
rate. Therefore, we can write for the minimum and maximum power received if the
distance d= 5 m (see figure 3.9):
The minimum power received Pree,min occurs at ()= -28 0 and (}= 84 0 and the maximum
power received Pree.max occurs at (} = 140 and (} = 42 0

• So, calculating these powers leads
to:

Pree,min = 0.5.1.56.10-10 = 0.78.10-10 W

Pree,max = 0.94.21.56.10-10 = 2.93.10-10 W
(3.3)

(3.4)

Because of the variabie power received an automatic gain control (AGC) should be
implemented. Independent of the power received at the input a constant voltage level at
the output is achieved.
The voltage difference over resistor Rl also has a minimum and maximum value, namely:

{
VRl,min : Rl· 5950 • Pree,min = 1.46pV

VR1,max - 5.4pV

at distance d = 5 m and
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{

25
VRI min = 1.46· -- = 406J'V

, 0.32

VRI,max = 1.5mV

at distanee d= 0.3 m (see equation (2.20».

Measurement set-up

(3.5)

To amplify this voltage difference over resistor Rl it has to he AC coupled to the
amplifiers. Therefore, this voltage is followed by a DC discriminator which is in this case
a passive first order high pass filter with low 3dB-frequency if= (21r.R2C1r 1= 160 Hz)

as shown in figure 3.10. Now the minimum and maximum voltage which has to be
amplified can be written as (multiplying the minimum and maximum voltage over resistor

Rl by a factor 0.5):

{

V - 1.46"V - 0 73 V
input,min - 2 -. I'

~n'Putmax = 1.5mV = 750J'V
, 2

(d=5m)

(d=0.3m)
(3.6)

The sign of the signal now determines the bit that was sent (positive sign means a logical
, l' has been sent and a negative sign or no signal means a logical '0' has been sent).

Finally, a data regenerator is necessary to regenerate the bits. The output of the AGC is a
square wave without a DC component. Therefore, if this signal is positive compared to
the ground a logical '1' should be detected and if this signal is negative a logical '0'
should be detected. This can be established by using a comparator, which has a TTL-Iogic
output with one input connected to the ground and the other one with the output of the
AGC amplifier. Then, the bits transmitted are regenerated.
The input sensitivity of the comparator used is equal to 50 mV. 50 the signal has to be at
least amplified to this level. Better results can be obtained by amplifying the signal some
more to an amplitude of 3V (chosen). Then, possible dips in the output of the AGC
amplifier can still be detected correctly.

The total amplification A (pre-amplification Ao and Automatic Gain Controlled amplifica
tion A1(VAOC»can be calculated using (3.6). This leads to:

at most: A 3 = 4.1. 10 6---
0.731' (3.7)

at least: A 3 = 4.0. 10 3---
7501'

50 we can use for instance a pre-amplifier which amplifies Ao= 2.103 and an AGC
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amplifier which amplifies between A],min= 2 and A],max= 2.1·l(P.

Measurement set-up

A more elaborated schematic diagram is shown in figure 3.11. In the following part of

this section three sub-circuits will be explained separately, namely tbe pre-amplifier, the

AGC-amplifier and the comparator.
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oc
reference

peak

detector

detector &

Oe-filter

pre- low pass
amplifier >----j filter 1-------'------+----1

TTL-Iogic
Output

figure 3.11: the elaborated schematic diagram ofthe receiver

The PRE-AMPLIFIER
An electrical circuit for the pre-amplifier is depicted in figure 3.12. It contains an

Operational Amplifier (ICl) which is used as a balanced amplifier with amplification Ao
equal to R4/R3= 2000. The balanced inputs are established by potentiometer PI.
Furthermore, a buffered first order high pass filter (C3, RS, IC4d) is added to the output

of the OpAmp to filter a possible small DC component. The amplification Ao can easily
be adjusted by decreasing the value of resistor R3 or increasing the value of resistor R4.

+15V

>----.------11---,----1 +
Vout

IC4dR5
1k

0l
15V

C2
1DOn 7 4

T ~IC1IC4
4 11

-15V
C3

100n

R4
2M2

P1
1DDk

IC1
------I +

figure 3.12: the pre-amplifier ofthe receiver

The AGC AMPLIFIER
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An electrical circuit for the Automatic Gain Controlled amplifier is depicted in
figure 3.13. It contains an OpAmp (IC3a) with a variabie gain controlling voltage VAGC

and a peak detector (D4, C4 and R8) with amplification (IC2a, R9 and RIO) and with an
adjustment conceming the voltage range of the automatic gain control (IC2b, IC2c, R6,
R7, RI1..13, IC4a, IC4b, RI6 and RI7).

~V
~ ~ l5V

P2 IC21C31C4

" ~ Rl

-15V l~
R19
151:

Vuil

-15V

Vin
RlS
151:

VAGC

-15V

figure 3.13: the Automatic Gain Controlled Amplifier

The AGC-OpAmp (type LM136oo) has an VAGC voltage range from -15 V to 15 V.
The voltage VAGC has to be obtained from the amplitude of the incoming AC signal.
Therefore, the input signal should be converted into a DC voltage (VDCsignal)' This is
simply realized by a peak detector. However, this rectifying diode only has an output
with a positive voltage range (0 to 15V). Therefore some adjustment must be imple

mented so that the complete AGC voltage range can be used. In the receiver circuit this is
realized by a DC reference voltage equal to half the negative supply (-7.5 V) which is

added to the amplified rectifier signal (VOCsignal) and this sum is amplified by a factor 2.
Thus, the transformation is equal to VAGC = (A2 ' VDCsignai- 7.5)·2, with A2 the
amplification factor of the amplifier. This extra amplification is necessary because the

signal received is decreasing very rapidly with increasing distance and the VOCsignai
should become very low. This amplification is set to A2 = 100.
A few buffers are also implemented because the different operational amplifiers should
not influence each other. The AGC voltage is now established. The minimum and
maximum amplification of the AGC can be adjusted by changing resistor RIO or by
tuming potentiometer P2. The other potentiometer, P3, is necessary for balancing the
inputs of the LM136oo.
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The COMPARATOR
The output of the AGC amplifier should now have a constant amplitude which is high
enough to drive the input of the comparator.

--.r::::- Vout

R26
51::1

D5
1N4148

Vin

IC5
7805

+15V IN OUTI-------.-------,
G
N
D

jigure 3.14: the comparator circuit

In figure 3.14 the electrical circuit for the comparator is shown. It needs a positive supply
of 5 V which is obtained by using a stabilizing IC, LM7805 (IC6). Together with an
electrolitical capacitors (C6) this IC has a constant output equal to +5 V, if the input is
more than 5 V.
If the input of the comparator (type LM339) is over 0 V then Vout= 5 V which means
that a logical '1' is sent to the output and if the input is under 0 V then Vout = 0 V and a
logical '0' is sent to the output. Because this type of comparator IC cannot hold voltages
lower than about -1 V a limiting diode (D5) for larger negative voltages is built in the
circuitry.
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4. Results of measurements

To test the complete transmitter receiver system some important parameters should be
measured. In this case the following parameters are measured:

1. The radiation pattem of the used LEDs,
2. The angle dependence of the simplified receiver head,
3. The influence of the distance between the transmitter and the

receiver,
4. The linearity of the AGC amplifier,
5. The bit rate which can be achieved

In the next five sections these points will be explained comparing the results with the
previous calculated equations and approximations (chapter 2).

4.1. The radiation pattern of the LED CQY99

First of all the radiation pattem of the used LEDs will be determined. Then we compare
the measured pattem with the approximation function of the LED which is given in
chapter 2 and the radiation pattem according to the data sheets of the CQY99. These
three pattems are given in figure 4.1
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figure 4.1: the radiation pattern of the LED CQY99

The measurement of the radiation pattem is done by using a fixed emitter and a single
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fiber with one side of the fiber used as a receiver head and the other side connected to a
power meter. The receiver head is situated at 0.3 m from the transmitter (not important
because the power is measured relative to the maximum power). Then the transmitter is
moved around avertical axis and the power is measured at the different angles.
It shows that in practice the differences between the approximated curve and the measured
curve are smal!. Therefore the approximation function can be used in the calculations.

4.2. The angle dependence

According to chapter 2 the angle dependence of a system using an LED (type CQY99) as
a light source and a single fiber as a receiver head is given by (2.19):

Pree - cos(8)· [cos(~cos(~cos(~·8»)]2.2
222

(4.1)

In figure 4.2 the relative power received is given as a function of the angle of incidence
8. Also given is the measured curve. The angle dependence of the used fiber is measured
by placing a light source at a distance of 0.5 m from the fiber end and tuming the fiber
end over avertical axis within an angle range of -60 0 to 60 0

•
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figure 4.2: the angle dependence ofone fiber

By using the simplified receiver head as given in section 3.5 the angle dependence of the
power received has the shape as depicted in figure 4.3 (see figure 3.9). The simplified

receiver head is placed at 1 m from the transmitter and is tumed over the total range of
angles. Then, by measuring the voltage over the load resistor of the electrical receiver (or
measuring after the pre-amplifier) this dependence cao be demonstrated, because the
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current through the load resistor is equal to the sum of the currents through the photo
detectors and thus proportional to the power received. This voltage is also given in
figure 4.3.
Note: it is not possible to measure the angle dependence after the AGC-amplifier because
after this amplification the signal has a (reasonable) constant amplitude.
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jigure 4.3: the measured and the calculated angle dependence ofthe receiver head

The dependence is globally the same as expected. Only the proportions are not the same.

This is probably due to three reasons. First of all the accuracy of the measurements and
secondly errors in the angles between the fibers of the receiver head.
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4.3. The distance dependenee

As has been shown in chapter 2 the power received by the system is inversely propor

tional to the distance d2 from the emitting LEDs to the receiver head. Here, to measure

this dependence at the end of the receiver is not possible because of the automatic gain
control of the system. Only by measuring the voltage over the load resistor of the
electrical receiver (or after the pre-amplifier which is a linear amplification) it is possible

to demonstrate the distance dependence of the system.
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It clearly shows that the system is inversely proportional to the distance d2•
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The linearity of the used Automatic Gain Controlled amplifier IC (LM13600) is shown in
figure 4.5. In this figure the relative amplification is given as a function of the voltage at
the AGC input and assuming that at the input of the OpAmp an AC signa! with constant
amplitude is supplied.
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figure 4.5: the linearity of the AGC amplifier

It shows that the linearity is quite good. This linearity accuracy should not have to be
better because it is not necessary to amplify more accurate because of the comparator.
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The maximum bit rate of the system that can be achieved has an angle dependence as

shown in section 4.2. This means that at each angle between the transmitter and the

receiver a maximum bit rate is possible. The bit rates are measured with a distance

between the receiver and the light source equal to 0.5 m. Then the bit rate is set and the

angle range of the receiver head is measured by turning it over its vertical axis.

The measurements are given in Tabel 111 and in figure 4.6 (lines and crosses). As can be

seen in the figure all of the measured bit rates are within the maximum bit rate curve. In
the main part of the angle range of the receiver head used the bit rate is at least 40 kbit/s.

This can be improved by adjusting the AGC-amplifier (potentiometer P2).
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figure 4.6: same measured bit rates

112

Now, we can conclude that if a receiver head is used as has been shown in section 2.4 we

can obtain an optical link through air over a distance of at least 5 m and within an angle
range of at least 1200

•
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Tabel m: the measured bit rates

bit rate (kbit/s) Omin (0) 0max e)

40 -27 81

60 -23 73

80 -3 58

100 2 51

120 14 44

200· 22 32

• system adjusted with potentiometer P2

Results ofmeasurement
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5.1. Using various light sourees
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As mentioned before, the light source used emits more light in the main direction than in
all other directions required. So by using a light source with a narrow radiation pattern,
there will not be any communication at a wide angle range, at least if the light source is
not one of the pointing kind as is explained in section 3.3. So the angle dependence will
not be limited by the receiver head but instead, by the light source. This problem can be
solved by using various light sources placed at different angles in a so called transmitter
head. Then, it is possible to communicate in all the directions required. An additional
advantage is that more power is emitted and so higher bit rates can be achieved when the
transmitter head is properly designed.

maln direction

light souree 1

maln OIrection

light S:::lurce 2

maln direction

i Ight souree 3

jigure 5.1: the transmitter head using three light sourees

In figure 5.1 an example is shown which demonstrates the situation mentioned above. The
light sources used are LEDs with an half power angle equal to 20°. So by placing three
of these LEDs at an angle difference of 40° in one line, the light emitted in this line will
never exceed two times the half power angle of one of the LEDs in a total angle area of
120° (-60° to 60°). In this case only two dimensions are considered but it can easily be
extended to three dimensions by using more LEDs.
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Instead of using various LEDs, the angle dependence can also be improved by shaping the
fiber end of a single fiber. The most logical treatment is to change the shape of the fiber
end into a hemispherical end face (see figure 5.2) by fusing the fiber end.

(a)

(~===
(b)

figure 5.2: a flat fiber end and a fused hemispherical fiber end

This hemispherical fiber end acts like a fiber with a spherical planar lens on top of the

fiber end. Using fibers with a flat fiber end williead to an acceptance angle equal to e.g.
28 0

• Using a hemispherical version of this same fiber will lead to a larger acceptance
angle, as can be seen in the following calculation.

no = 1.000
n 1 = 1.540

n2 =1.465

figure 5.3: maximum angle ()max ofa hemispherical fiber end

Consider figure 5.3. To simplify the calculations the width of the cladding will be

neglected (the radius of the hemisphere is equal to the radius of the cladding b). Further
more, the refractive indices of the air no' the core n1 and the cladding n2 are given as
shown in figure 5.3.

This figure only shows a two dimensional approach of the rea1ity. Only rays are con
sidered which lie in aplane through the optical axis of the fiber (so called meridional

rays). In three dimensions the calculations will be much more complicated because
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besides the angle of incidence 8 there also will be a second angle (later on denoted as ,,)
which has to be taken into account. In fact, the area efficiency must be calculated to
demonstrate the difference. Instead we will calculate the line efficiencies of two perpen
dicular lines over the hemisphere. The first line is the cross-section of the meridional
plane (which contains the direction of the angle of incidence) with the hemispherical fiber
end and the second line is perpendicular to the first one, also lying on the hemispherical
fiber end. Then we approach the area efficiency by multiplying both line efficiencies.

The maximum angle at which light waves in the fiber are tota11y reflected at the core
c1adding boundary is denoted as {3. This angle is equal to (see section 2.2):

. n2
(3 = 900 -8 = 900 -arcsm(-) = 18 0

C n
I

(5.1)

This condition also limits the angle of incidence of the light waves coming from the air,
intersecting the fiber end face. In chapter 2 is demonstrated that when using a flat fiber
end the maximum angle of incidence 8max is equal to:

8max = arcsin(NA) = 28 0 (5.2)

In case of a hemispherical fiber end this maximum angle is much larger but the efficiency
at a fixed angle of incidence 8 is much smaller. This can be demonstrated by calculating
the area efficiency of the hemispherical fiber as a function of the angle of incidence 8.
This area efficiency represents the coupling efficiency of the fiber (see chapter 2).
The first line efficiency 1119 which is defined in figure 5.4 for a hemispherical end face.

figure 5.4: the line efficiency

For a single angle 8 there are two angles, al and a2 which limit the line efficiency of the
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fiber. This is demonstrated in figure 5.5.

Both these angles can be calculated using simply geometry (see Appendix D).
This leads to the following expressions for both angles al and a2 in case

0<= arcsin(NA)= 28° (see figure 5.5b,d,f), in case arcsin(NA)< 0< 0L= 31.5° (see

figure 5.5h) and in case OL < 0< 0max= 67.5° (see figure 5.5j) :

[
nlOSin({3)+Sin(o)]

al = arctan
nl 0 cos((3) -cos(0)

[
nI 0 sin({3) - sin(O) ]

a2= arctan
nl 0 cos({3)-cos(O)

[
nI 0 sin({3) +Sin(o)]

al = arctan
nl 0 cos({3)-cos(O)

[
-nI 0 sin({3)+ Sin(o)]

a2= arctan
nlocos({3)-cos(O)

,0° <0 <arcsin(NA)

,arcsin(NA) S 0 <OL

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Logically, the fiber will only gather light waves which intersect the hemispherical fiber

end. Therefore, the angle al can never exceed 90°-0. This limiting angle, denoted as ~,

can be calculated as (see Appendix D):

-1
OL = -(3 + arccos(nl ) = 31.5° (5.6)
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Hemispherical
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figure 5.5: the differences between aflat and a hemisphericalfiber end
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Also the maximum angle 0max which is shown in figure 5.4 can be calculated as (see
Appendix D):

-10rruve = (3+ arccos(n1 ) = 67.5° (5.7)

In Tabel IV both the angles (X 1 and (X2 are calculated for typica1 angles of incidence.
AIso, the line efficiency fJl8 is calculated for a given OL and 0max'

Tabel IV: typical angles ofa hemisph. fiber end and the line efficiency

° 0° 10° 28° 31.5° 45° 60° 67.5°

(Xl 45.6° 53.5° 58.3° 58.8° 45° 30° 22.5°

(X2 45.6° 32.1° 0° 4.0° 17° 22.0° 22.5°

fJl8 0.51 0.47 0.32 0.30 0.16 0.04 0.00

As mentioned before, this first line efficiency is not enough to calculate the area effi
ciency. Therefore, the second angle c/> must be taken into açcount. In practice, the light
waves will not only intersect the hemispherical fiber end face at the meridional plane but
anywhere else on the fiber end face too. This means that the 'rea!' angle of incidence
depends on the angle °and the angle C/>. In Appendix E this 'rea!' angle of incidence 'Y is
calculated. According to Snellius the trajectory of the incoming ray can then be calculated
and there will be a maximum angle c/>max which Hmits the angle acceptance of the fiber in
the perpendicular Hne. This can also be represented by a (second) Hne efficiency fJlcP '

Then, the total area efficiency fJarea can be approximated by multiplying both Hne

efficiencies fJl8 and fJlcP'
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6. Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions
By using the right means it is possible to realise an optica1link through air using a simple

light souree and a receiver head consisting of optical fibers. These fibers can then be

coupled to an electrical receiver or to an optica1 network. By using an electrical receiver,

consisting of a pre-amplifier, an AGC-amplifier and a comparator with TIL-output it is

possible to demonstrate its features, to measure at the system and to improve it. The

complete system can easily be adjusted if other parameters are required.

If the optica1 link is established with a receiver head consisting of 25 fibers it is possible

to communicate between a mobile transmitter and a fixed receiver network at a minimum

bit rate of 186 kbitls at an angle range of at least 1200 within a distance more than 5 m.

An optica1 link system working at a wavelength of 950 nm and using three fibers can

reach a bit rate of 100 kbitls at an angle range of 84 0 within a distance of at least 2 m.

By using various light sourees or by fusing the fiber end of the receiver head it is possible

to improve or adjust the systems capabilities.

Recommendations

The system is now measured using a À= 950 nm. However, for À= 660 nm the system

can also achieve good results. For this wavelength the attenuation in the fibers is much
lower (0.45 dB/m instead of 4.5 dB/m). This should be examined.

Furthermore it is recommended that the simplified receiver head consisting of three fibers

will be replaced with a receiver head which has been described in section 2.4. Then the

electrical part of the receiver should be adjusted because each fiber used in the system

means that more photo diodes and also more pre-amplifiers should be inc1uded. It should

be examined whether for each photo diode a pre-amplifier is necessary or not.

AIso, the Automatic Gain Controlled Amplifier can be improved. The amplification is in
practice not as it should be.

The electrical part of the receiver will probably have a better response if some (active)

filters are inc1uded because if the bit rate is chosen the bandwidth of the system is known.

Now, the system is equipped with fibers with length 1= 0.8 m. This should be longer.
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The possibility of coupling the plastic fibers to other (multimode) fibers should be

examined.

Measurements conceming the fused fiber ends cao be examined.

Calculations of the area efficiency of the fused fibers, inc1uding ray tracing, should be
made (see section 5.2).
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Appendix A: A summary of available fibers.

Appendix A

In the next three tables a summary of available tibers is shown. These tables show
respectively all-plastic, all-silica and plastic clad silica (PCS) tibers.

Tabel V: All-plastic tibers

Supplier: Type: Core: Cladding: Attenuation: Numerical
[mm] [mm] [dB/km] Aperture:

Hirschmann OKE lO00B 980+60 1ooo±60 650 nm: = 150 0.47±0.03

Elspec P980/1ooo 976 1000 570/660 nm: 0.47±0.03
=200

NKT Denmark 3078S2OOOO 2200 650 nm: 200 0.5

Koning & GP-RT03-01 62 75 820 nm: <400 0.56
Hartman

Meret CR 68 62 -900 nm: <550 0.66

DR 85 66 -900 nm: < 100 0.48

3M FB-1.8MVA 48 50 850 nm: 400 0.56

Poly-Optical- PSM-1ooo ·.. ... 675 nm: 1200 0.58
Products

PCM-lloo ·.. ... 660 nm: 1000 0.5

I.T.T. PS-05-1O 125 300 800 nm: 10 0.3

PS-05-20 125 300 800 nm: 20 0.3

PS-05-35 125 300 800 nm: 35 0.3

FORT PF... ·.. 1000 650 nm: 140-180 0.46

PG... ·.. 1000 650 nm: 700 0.50

2GSF1 45 50 850 nm: <500 0.55

FEH4001 920 1000 850 nm: 150 0.47

Crofon Fiber OE-series 130- ... 820 nm: <2000 0.53
Optics 2000 660 nm: <550



Tabel VI: All-silica fibers

A-2 Appendix A

Supplier Type Core Cladding Attenuation Numerical
[pm] [pm] [dB/km] Aperture

Elspec K2oo/380 2oo±8 380+30 850 nm: =8 0.4

Hirschmann S110/125 110±5 125±5 850 nm: <10 0.37

Tekelec HCS200 200 230 3-12 0.37

Radiall F-SMA 100 140 850 nm: 1.5 0.29

F-709 100 140 850 nm: 0.8 0.29

MFO-S 100 140 850 nm: 0.6 0.29

PHALO n026(HCS) 200 230 820 nm: 8-12 0.35-0.38

3M FIO-... -LMT ... ... 850 nm: 6-8 0.37

Tabel VII: Plastic Clad Silica (PCS) fibers

Supplier Type Core Cladding Attenuation Numeri-
[pm] [pm] [dB/km] cal

Aperture

Radiall PCS200 200 380 850 nm: 8 0.4

PCS600 600 750 850 nm: 12 0.4

Nijkerk 40F250 200 238 900 nm: <40 0.45
Electronica

Meret sn 200 600 800 nm: 60 0.4
900 nm: 100

SP 105 150 800 nm: 50 0.5
900 nm: 80

LF.S. Plastic Clad ... ... > IJ.': < 100 0.6

G.E.C. nCG160 100/160/200 140/200/250 850 nm: 18 0.4
fibers

Ensign HCRM...T 110/125/200 125/140/225 <820 nm: 12- 0.44
Bickford 35

Fiberguide Practiguide 200/400/6001 ...1... 660 nm: 50 0.4
industries PCS Core 1000 <900 nm: 100

< 1.1 J.'m: 300
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CQY 91 A . CQY 91 K cav 98 . cav 99

Kunslslolfgehäuse
Plastic case

Gewichl Weig/ll
max 0,49

Abslrahlwinkel
Ang/e of half Înlenslly

CQV 98 a - 40°
CQV 99 a - 60°
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• Good specl/almalching tOl silicon
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Besl -Nr 562135

Besl Nr. 562 136

Galliumarsenld-Lumineszenzdloden
GaAs In/rared Emlttlng Diodes

COV99

SI,ahlungsquelle im nahen Inlrarol-Bereich

Radiation sOl/lce in neal intla/ed lange

Monlagehülse
Mounl/ng clip
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I
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Foloernplängcr
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CQY 98 · CQY 99 CQV 98 . CQV 99

Absolute Grenzdaten
Wirmewlderstand Mln. Typ. Max.

Absolute mulmum ,atlngs
Therma' res'slance

Sperrspannung UR 5 V Sperrschichl-Umgebung R lhJA 350 KIW
neverse vol/age

Juncl'on amb'enl
Durchla8slrom

'F 150 mA
Forward cu"enl

Opllsche und elektrische Kenngrö8en
SpllzendurchlaBslrom Optica' and e'eclr'ca' characler'sllcs

IForward peak cu"enl
'amb - 25°C'p

f = 0.5. IP ~ 10 ms
'
FM 300 mA Slrahlungsllu8

SI08durchiaBslrom Rad/ant power
nl'NForward surge cu"enl ' F -100mA <I'e 'I IS

'p ~ 10 l's
'
FSM 2,5 A lemperalurkoellizienl van <lJe

Verlusllelslung TemperaluIe coetl/cienl 0' </Je
Power dlsslpal/on ' F - 100 mA IA'</>e -0,8 'YoJK

'amb ~ 25"C 'V . 210 mW Slrahlslärke
Spel rschlchllemperalur

rJ 100 oe Rad/anI Inlens/IY
mWlsrJuncl/on lemperarure ' F - 100 mA CQY 98 'e 10 20

CQY 99 'e 7 14 mWlsrLagerungsle,nperalurberelch
'Slg -25 ... +100 oe

Slorage lemperarure range Wellenlänge der maximalen Emission

Maximal zulässige Löllemperalur
Peak wave/englh emiss/on

' F - 100 mA 1p 950 nm
SolderIng lemperalure, maxImal

I ~ 3 s
'sd 'I 245 oe Spekirale Halbwerlsbreile

)
Speclral halt bandw/dlh

'.11••
' F - 100 mA 111 50 nrn

V DurchlaBspannung

200
Forward vol/a ge

V'r - 100 mA UF ') 1,4 1,7
mW

Durchbruchspannung
Breakdown vo',age

V'n - 100 l'A t!(BHI 'I 5 V
l~O

Sperrschlchlkapaziläl
Juncl/on capac/.ance

pFUH-O, f - 1 MHz C 50
I

100 Schallzellen
Sw/lchlog characler/sllcs

lp
siehe Me6schallung/FM- 1 A, r -O,OI,lp :5 IO l'S
see les' circuil

00 Anstiegszell 'r 400 ns
R/se ,/me

Ablallzeil '1 450 ns
Fal/llme
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Appendix C: Data sheets of the plastic fiber PCS200.
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Reference norms :
IEC SC 46 E
A3 category libre

Applicalions :
PCS 200 opticaI fibres are produced
trom synthelic plasma fused silica
They allow Ihe design of cheap
short and medium distanee links. •
They can be easily coupled 10 LEDs r
and show an excellent radialion
hardness.

Applicalions :
Les libres opliques PCS 200,
produiles par synlhèse au
chalumeau plasma, permellent la
réalisation économique de liaisons
à courle el moyenne dislance Elles
se couplenl lacilemenl à une DEL
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Réponse en bande de base à 0.85 fJm
Baseband response at 0,85 fJm
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Appendix D: Data sheets of the photo diode BPW34.



Vorillufloe technllche Daten' Prellm/nary specltlcal/ons

Abmellunllen In mm
D/mens/on. In mm

SlIIzlum-Foto-PIN-Dlode
Silicon Photo PIN DIode

Belandere Merkmale:

• Kurze Ansprechzelten

• Geringe Sperrschlchlkapazltäl

• Hohe Foloempflndllchkelt

• GroBe slrahlungsempfindllche Flllche
A = 7,5 mm'

• Öffnllngswlnkel a = 120"

• Für Berolcho der slchlbaren und dor
nahon Infrarolon Slrahlllng geelgnel I

Fealures:

• Fasl response IImes

• Smart Juncllon capac/lance

• High pholO senslllv/ly

• Large radianl senslllvo area
A = 7,5mm'

.. Angle ol hall sensilivlfy IJ = f 20"

• SI//fable lor vlsible and near Inlrared
rlldiafion

Schneller Folo-Deleklor

II/gh speed pholo deleclor

Anwenduno:

Appllcal/on:V

V

"C

"C

mA

mA

mW

5

25

32

50

300

175

-55 .. t 175

'CM

"lOl

'J

'Slg

'C

Kolleklor-Emiller-Sperrspannung
Col/eclo,..emitter vol/age

Emmer-Basls-Sperrspannung
Emitte,..base vollage

Kolleklorslrom
Col/eclor currenl

Kolleklorspllzenslrom
Peak col/eclor cllrrenl

'pr = 0,5, rp S 10ms

Gesamlverlusllelslung
Tolal power dissipalion

'amb S 25"C

Sperrschlchllemperalur
Junclion lemperalllra

lagenmgslemperalllrbereich
Slorage temperalura range

Bolule Grenzda'en
,solute maxImum ratings

'caO) 3 mA

'coO) 20 200 nA

100 300 "Allx
Ap 780 nm

A0,5 520 ..950 nm

VCEsalO) 0,73 1 V

1- BO.··· _I

Kunslsloff -Gehäuse
Plaslic case

Gewlchl . Weighl
max, 0,4 g

Ölfnungswlnkel
Angle ol I,all sensilivily

IJ = 1200

Slrahlungsempflndllche Fläche
Radianl sensil/ve area

A = 7,5 mm'

f

••

I 'R...ItlUNGSE"'Pf'NOllCI!L~ ~Ç!!t
_AlllU" S1.".'il7Itl 4.,....

I
-O.B

K

I
_,B

t
-,- 1I 1,1

I
A_....~_

r---f---:1
I I - / I
I I I
I I I
I I

Max.Typ.Mln,

'amb = 25"C

Kolleklor-Hellslrom
Colleclor lighl curranl

{fCE = 5V, EA = 10lx ,)

Kolleklor-Dunkelslrom
Colleclor darlc curranl

(lCE = 20V, E- 0

Absolule Emplindllchkeil
Sensilivily

VCE = 5 V, EA = 10 Ix ,)

WellenUlnge der maximalen Empfindlichkell
Peak wavelenglh sensifivity

Berelch der speklralen Empllndlichkell (50"10)
Range of speelral bandwidlh (50%)

Kolleklor-Emiller-SlIUlgungsspannung
Saluratlon voflage, colleclo,..emiller

'C = 0,1 mA, fA = 10 Ix ,)

,"sche und elektrische Kenngrö8en
ollca'and etectrlcat characlerlsllcs

0) AOl ~ 0.65'4
') NormlIchtart A IOlN 503311EC 306-1)

Slanda,d iIIumlnanl A
B 21V 2 5151041BA2

18



Ab.olute Orenzdeten

Mex.
Absolute mexlmum retlngs

Foiodioden .Belrleb Mln. Typ.
Photodlode ope,etlonSperrspennung

URRevelse voltege 32 V OunkelsperrslromVerlusllelstung
Reve,se dell< cu"enl

Powel dlsslpation UR " 10V.f-0 'ra ') 2 30 nA'amb S25"C
"v 150 HellsperrslromSperrschlchltemperalur mW I.Ighl ,evelse cunentJuncllon lempelalule '/ 80 oe UR " 5 V. fA = I kil( ') Ira ') 50 85 ~ALagerungSlemperalurberelch
'slg Absolule EmpllndllchkoilSlalage lempe,alu,e lange -30 ... 180 oe

SenslllvllYMaximal zulässlge Löltemperelur
UR = 5 V. fA = I kil( ') 50 85 nAIll(Soldeling lempelalule. maxImal

Ourchbruchspennung

-
,S3s

'sd ') 245 oe Bleal<down vollage
'R = 100 IJA. E- 0 IJ(BR) ') 32 VWirmewlder.tend

SperrschlchlkapezllälThermal re.I.fance Mln. Typ. Max.
JunCllon capac/lance

SperrsChlchl'Umgebung
UR = 3 V. I = I MHz. F.- 0 (' 25 40 pFR1hJA IJunCllon emblenl

350 K/W
Reuschequlvelenle Sirahlungsielslung (NEP) I' 10'" WHz'~~nNolse eQlllvalenl powel (NEP)

OpUeehe und elekfrleehe l<enngröOen
Oprtcal and eleclrlcal eharacferlsrtcs

'amb = 25°e Schaltzelten
SwItchIn" characferlsrtc.Foloel emen I· Belrleb

UR = 10 V, RL = 1 kaPhOlovollalc cell opelel/on

Leerlaulspennung

Elnschellzell 50
Open cllcull vollage

'on nsfA " 1 klx')
Tllm·on Ilme

Temperelurkoellizienl von {I
1J0 400 mV Ausschellzell

'011 50 nsTemperelure coemclenl ol lf.
Turn-ort IImefA" 1 klx') 0

TKUoKurzschluBSlrom -2.6 mV/K
Short cllcuil Cutrent

Foloelemenl- und Fotodloden-BelrlebfA = 1 klx'), RL - 1000
Ik PhOlovollalc ce" end phOlodlode opelal/onKurzschluBemplindlichkeit 80 IJASenslllvIly. short clrcuil 'k 80 nAllx Wellenlänge der mexlmalen Empllndllchkell Ap 900 nmTemperaturkoetfizient von I Peal< wllvelenglh sens/llvlly

TempeleWre coelficlent ol I~
Berelch der spektralen Empllndllchkelt (50'1.) JO.S SOO ... 1000 nmfA " 1 klx 1. RL - 100 a

nik 0.18 Range ol specI,al bandwldlh (50%)SperrSChlchtkapazität 'lIK
J'Iflclion capacilance

tR-o. .f -1 MHz,E-O
C/ 75 pF------

') Abeland von der Aulsellkanle 22 mm
Dis'anee Ilom 'he 'OUChing bOlder "?2 mm

~-----_._--

') Normhch'a'l A
') AaL =0.65""Srandard illumina,,/ A (DIN S03311EC 306-')

') Normllch'ar' A
Srandard //Ium/nanl A

(DIN 503311EC 306··1)220

,>,>,
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SllIzlum-Planar-PN'Foto-Element
Silicon Planar PN PhotovoHalc Ce"

Anwendung: Sonsor lür die L1chlrneOtechnlk

ApplIcatIon: Sensor lor light measuring plllfloses

I

Features:

• l.arge radianl sensitive /1lCa

• "igh bille sf!ns/livi/y lip /0 Ihe
UV'range

• Sui/able tor vlslble and lIear 111Irared
radiatIon

• No lighl momory el/ecl

• low lemperalure coefflc/r!llt

• Iligh slabilily and lIlgIl rcl;alJlllly

• No change by irradiatioll evrJ/l In
UV'range

Abme88ungen In mm
D/mens/ons In mm

Vorillutlge technische Daten' Prelllll/nary speclt/catlons

Be80ndere Merkmale:

• GroBe slrahlungsemptindllche Fläche

• Erhöhlo l3IauempJindlichkell bis In den
UV Berolch

• Für die Borelche der sichlbaren und der
nohen Intrarolon Slrahlung geelgnel

• Keln Uchlgodächlnis

• Nledrlgor Ternperalurkoefflzienl

• lIohe Slablllläl und Zuvurlässlgkeil

• Kelne Verllnderungen bel Beslrahlung
auch Im UV Berelch
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I

Fealures:

• targe radlanl sensilive area

• High blue senslltvlry up lol/Ie
UV·range

• Sullable lor vis/bIe and near Inlrared
radiatIon

• No lighl memoryellect

• Low lemperalure coelllclenl

• I ligll slabllily and Irlglr rellablllly

• No change by IrradiatIon even In
UV-range

SlIIzlum-Planar-PN-Foto-Element
Silicon Planar PN Photovoltalc Celt

Appllcallon: Sensor lor Ilghl measuring p"'poses

Besondere Merkmale:

• GroBe strahlllngsemplindllche Fläche

• Elhöhto OIauemplindlichkell bis In tien
UV Berolch

• Für die BOlelche der sichlbalen und der
nahen Inllalolon Slrahlung geelgnel

• Keln L1chlgedllchtnls

• Nledllger Tempelalurkoetllzienl

• Hohe Slabllltäl und Zuvullässigkeil

• Kelne Vertlntlerungen bei Beslrahlung
auch Im UV Berelch

Anwendung: Sonsor lür die L1chtmeBlechnlk
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E-l Appendix E

Appendix E: Calculating the angles al' a2' 8L and 8max.

Consider figure E-l.

--~~---
a

~---
b

figure E-l: rays intersecting an hemispherical fiber end

According to Snellius we can write for the upper ray intersecting the fiber end:

sin(O+al) = nl" sin(al-{3)

and for the lower ray intersecting the fiber end (respectively figure E-la and b):

(e-l)

{

sin«-0)+a2) = nl" sin(a2-{3)

sin(O+a~ = nl" sin(a2+{3)

,0<0 ::;arcsin(NA)

,0 > arcsin(NA)

(e-2)

Simplifying (e-l) leads to an equation for the angle a I:

sin(O)" cos(al) +cos(O) "sin(al) = nl " sin(al) 0 cos({3)- nl " cos(al) 0 sin({3) #

cos(al) 0 [sin(O)+nl" sin({3)] = sin(a I) " [nl"cos({3)-cos(O)] #

[
sin(O)+ nl " sin({3) ]

al = arctan
nl" cos({3)-cos(O)

AIso, simplifying (e-2) we can write for the angle a2:

(e-3)



E-2

[
-sin(O)+ nl • sin(p) ]

a2 = arctan
nl • COS({3)-COS(O)

[
sin(O)- nl • sin(p) ]

a2 = arctan
nl· cos(P)-cos(O)

,0SOSarcsin(NA)

,0 >arcsin(NA)

Appendix E

(e-4)

Because of the fact that the lightwaves must intersect the hemispherical fiber end the

angle °will be limited by 0= OL= 90 0 -al' Using (e-l) this angle OL can be calculated as
follows:

and simplifying this equation leads to an expression for OL:

sin(90 0
) = nl • sin(90 0 -OL -(3)

1 = nl • cos(OL +(3)

OL = -(3+ arccos[~]
nl

(e-5)

(e-6)

The maximum angle 0max that will be gathered by the fiber with the hemispherical fiber

end can be calculated by equating (e-2) for 0= 0max >arcsin(NA) with 0MAX= 90 0
- al =

90 0 -a2:

which leads to:

{

sin(Omax+a 2) = nl· sin(a2+{3)

a2 = 90 0 -Omax

-1
0max = {3+ arccos[nl ]

(e-7)

(e-8)
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Appendix F: Calculating the 'real' angle of incidence 'Y.

To calculate the 'real' angle of incidence 'Y we have to involve the two known angles,
namely the angle of incidence in the meridional plane 8 and the angle between the
meridional plane and the plane through the spot of incidence on the hemisphere and the
middle of the hemisphere, denoted as cf> (see figure F-la).

y-as

(a)

B
c

A

(b)

jigure F-l: angle of incidence ofa non-meridional ray

In figure F-2 the triangle is shown which includes the 'real' angle of incidence 'Y derived
from the tetraëder shown in figure F-lb.

B

c

A

jigure F-2: triangle ABC with the real angle of incidence 'Y

We can calculate the lengths of the sides of the tetraëder using 8 and cf> as constants. This



leads to:

F-2

b = e-cos(O) }
b = a-cos(eb)

e = a _cos(eb)
cos(O)

Appendix F

(f-1)

Also we can calculate the lengths of the sides of the triangle ABC as a function of the

lengths b, c and d:

a = Vb 2+c 2

e = Vb 2+d2

1 = Vc 2+d2

(f-2)

Then, using the cosine rule for the angle "'( and using (f-l) and (f-2), this leads to a 'rea!'

angle of incidence "'(:

12 = e2+a2-2aecos("'() #

c2+d2 = b2+d2+b2+c2-2a2COS(eb)cos("'() #
cos(O)

"'( = arccos(cos(eb) - cos(O» (f-3)

Now, using Snellius' Law the trajectory of the ray in the fiber can be calculated. The ray

stays in the plane through the optical axis and the axis of incidence of the ray in the air.

As before, this limits the angle of incidence "'( and also the area efficiency to a maximum.
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Appendix G: The electrical circuit of the receiver.

A4
2M2

1C1=LM31B
IC2" LMJ24
1Cl- LM':I;OO
IC",,: LMJ2'4

-15V

PART LIST

Appendix G

ICl= LM3l8
IC2= LM324
IC3= LM13600
IC4= LM324
IC5= LM7805
IC6= LM339
Cl,C2,C3= loonF
C4,C5 = l5/lF
Dl..5= lN4l48
Pl= lOOk
P2= 20k
P3= Ik

Rl= 36k
R2= lOOk
R3= lkl
R4= 2M2
R5= Ik
R6,R7,RlO,R22= 10k
R8= 20k
R9= 100

Rll,R12,R13,R15
,R16,R2l,R23= lOOk

R14= 13k
R17= 200k
R18= 4k7
R19= 15k
R20,R25,R26= 5kl
R24= 18M2
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